Strategic Plan 2015 - 2018
1st Main goal: To maintain and further strengthen ELSAs position and recognition in Norway as a
professional, international and academically rewarding association for law students
Subsidiary goals:
- ELSA Norway and every local group shall strive to increase their income in order to fulfill the following
subsidiary goals in the strategic plan.
- Every local ELSA group at a university that offers a Master i rettsvitenskap shall send one team to the
ENF every year
- ELSA Norway shall send one team to the INC every year
- All academic events on the national level shall be mentioned in at least one law student magazine at
every local groups university
- All local ELSA groups shall host academic events in both Norwegian and English every year
- All local ELSA groups shall host at least one IFP-event each year
- All local ELSA groups shall at least participate in one Study Visit or arrange one, or both, or arrange an
Institutional Visit abroad for their respective students every year
- All local ELSA groups shall have at least one event in cooperation with their university/faculty per year
- There shall be at least 50 STEP-applications among Norwegian students per year
- There shall be at least 3 delegates from ELSA Norway per year
- There shall be at least 3 ELSA Law School participants from Norway each year
- ELSA Norway shall send at least one team to either the HRMCC or EMC2 each year.

2nd Main Goal: To maintain and further strengthen ELSA Norways position and recognition
internationally as a resourceful and professional NG
Subsidiary goals:
- ELSA Norway and every local group shall strive to increase their income in order to fulfill the following
subsidiary goals in the strategic plan.
- ELSA Norway shall be represented by at least one member from the National Board and at least one
member from a local group at the KAM, SAM, IPM, ICM and NOM
- Every National Board member shall attend at least one of the above, excluding the NOM
- Every local group shall every year offer at least one STEP-traineeship
- ELSA Norway shall every year host an event that is also open to and rewarding for international
participants
- ELSA Norway shall every year be represented in least one working group or the international team.

